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Abstract 

Leading contemporary philosophers are confident that utilitarianism is a version of 

consequentialism. But it is not a version of consequentialism. Utilitarianism says that an act 

is morally right if and only if it maximises total utility. Consequentialism says that an act is 

morally right if and only if it maximises good. Total utility need not be thought to represent a 

good, or the only good. You may consistently hold that a certain act is right because it 

maximises utility, but that that act does not maximise good. If you do, then you may be a 

non-consequentialist utilitarian. Thus, non-consequentialist utilitarianism is a consistent 

philosophical stance, and utilitarianism is not simply a version of consequentialism. I make 

this point, address two replies, show that philosophers who recently referred to ‘non-

consequentialist utilitarianism’ made different points, and note a paramount moral theory that 

may be utilitarian and non-consequentialist. 

 

 

Introduction1 

Philosophers often say that utilitarianism is a version or a form of consequentialism. Shelly 

Kagan, for example, discusses the ‘consequentialist component of utilitarianism’ and says 

that utilitarianism is ‘the best known consequentialist theory.’ The statement ‘The paradigm 
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case of consequentialism is utilitarianism’ opens Walter Sinnott-Armstrong’s encyclopaedic 

entry on consequentialism. Sam Scheffler speculates that ‘utilitarianism refuses to fade from 

the scene in large part because…it is the most familiar consequentialist theory.’ For Bernard 

Williams, ‘Any kind of utilitarianism is by definition consequentialist.’2 

 Such statements often seek to clarify the relatively recent notion of 

consequentialism—the theory that we should maximise the goodness of consequences. 

Different versions of consequentialism, the clarification goes, differ on what constitutes a 

good consequence. One version takes utility to be the only good, and tells us to maximise 

utility. That version is utilitarianism. Other, less familiar versions of consequentialism take 

the good to coincide with things other than utility. 

 This article defends the surprising and seemingly-absurd view that, under 

conventional definitions, utilitarianism is not a version of consequentialism. Although some 

utilitarian outlooks are consequentialist, others aren’t.  

Section I builds an initial case for this thesis. Sections II and III defend it from 

incompatible definitions of utilitarianism and consequentialism. Section IV shows that this 

thesis was not predated by three writers’ allusion to what they call ‘non-consequentialist 

utilitarianism.’ Section V exposes the non-consequentialist utilitarian commitments of a 

leading moral theory. 

I. Why utilitarianism is not a version of consequentialism 

Consider Henry Sidgwick’s definition of utilitarianism and Sam Scheffler’s definition of 

consequentialism:  

 

By Utilitarianism is here meant the ethical theory, that the conduct which, 
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under any given circumstances, is objectively right, is that which will produce 

the greatest amount of happiness on the whole. 

 

Consequentialism provides a very simple theory of the right: an act is morally 

right (or morally permissible) if and only if it produces the best consequences.3 

 

The following formulations seem in line with these conventional definitions: 

  

Utilitarianism: 

An act is morally right if and only if it maximises total utility.  

 

Consequentialism: 

An act is morally right if and only if it maximises good consequences.  

 

(In these formulations, we could substitute ‘maximize’ by ‘satisfice’ or ‘promote’. We 

could substitute ‘action’ by ‘rule,’ ‘motive,’ ‘disposition,’ or ‘action, rule, motive, or 

disposition.’ We could define utility and good consequences indexically: relative to an agent 

or a moment (I assumed that they are agent-neutral and moment neutral). But such alterations 

in both definitions would not affect the argument that follows. For simplicity’s sake, I focus 

on establishing that utilitarianism, understood as maximising nonindexical act utilitarianism, 

is not a version of consequentialism, understood as maximising nonindexical act 

consequentialism. Parallel arguments would show that satisficing act utilitarianism is not a 

version of satisficing act consequentialism, and so forth.) 

My argument to the effect that utilitarianism is not a version of consequentialism is 

simple. Utilitarianism tells you to maximise utility; consequentialism, to maximise good. You 
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may think that a high level of utility is not always good; that it is only part of the good, which 

sometimes comes at the expense of other important parts: beauty, excellence, rights 

fulfilment, desert, equality, species diversity…; or that while in actuality total utility 

coincides completely with good, there is a possible world in which they diverge. If you also 

think that, when they diverge, the right thing to do is to maximise utility, and not the good, 

then you are a non-consequentialist utilitarian. 

 Granted, the view that utility necessarily coincides with good is also consistent. 

Utilitarians can be consequentialists. In fact, one argument for utilitarianism is that we should 

maximise good and that good and utility coincide, so we should maximise utility. But other 

arguments for utilitarianism are possible: that we should maximise utility out of equal respect 

and concern second-personally owed; that we should maximise utility out of personal virtues 

like compassion, care, and solidarity; or that utilitarianism generates intuitive judgments in 

the shallow pond case, in the simple trolley case, in catastrophe cases, and in enough other 

cases. Thus, not only is a utilitarian non-consequentialist stance coherent; some arguments for 

utilitarianism do not assume consequentialism. 

  Let me illustrate a possible non-consequentialist utilitarian stance. Imagine that justly 

punishing a certain evil assassin would decrease total utility. The punishment would harm the 

assassin, without benefiting anyone else. The assassin is broadly perceived as innocent. Her 

punishment would be seen as a fluke and lack deterrent or consoling effects. Furthermore, the 

assassin is now a quadriplegic, whose punishment would lack a preventive effect. A judge 

realising all that could at the same time acknowledge the good consequences of punishing the 

assassin in terms of increased proportion to desert in the world. An evil assassin would suffer 

in jail, and that would make the world more just, and in that respect, a little better than a 

similar world in which the assassin goes free.4 The judge may further believe that punishing 

the assassin would generate more good consequences (in terms of proportion to desert) than 
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bad consequences (in terms of disutility). She does not, for example, believe that undeserved 

benefits constitute a grave harm to the beneficiary or to others.5 Nevertheless, the judge may 

set the assassin free, out of utilitarianism: the judge believes that she should always maximise 

utility (perhaps as a matter of care and compassion) and that setting the assassin free would 

maximise utility. The judge thereby breaches consequentialist recommendations in the name 

of utilitarianism. 

 Or imagine a botanist who believes that preserving a certain obscure plant species 

would maximise diversity; that diversity is good; but that in this case maximising diversity 

would benefit no one; and that, because utilitarianism is true, it is not her duty to maximise 

diversity by preserving that plant species. The botanist could also be a non-consequentialist 

utilitarian. 

  The judge’s and the botanist’s assumptions that something (proportion to desert and 

species diversity) is good but that it does not provide them any moral reason for action 

(because it does not maximise utility) may seem odd. My goal is not to defend non-

consequentialist utilitarianism, just to show that it is basically logically consistent and that an 

important philosopher may be committed to it. Some may argue, however, that this oddity is 

so extreme that, on judgment-internalism, no one can hold non-consequentialist 

utilitarianism: that no judge or botanist could hold all the beliefs that I imputed to them. 

However, some philosophers write that certain good prospects generate no moral reason for 

action. For instance, I take this to be the upshot of Frances Kamm’s discussion of ‘irrelevant 

utilities.’6 Being honest and smart, Kamm presumably believes in what she writes. Since 

Kamm can believe that something is good without providing her any moral reason for action, 

so can the judge and the botanist.  

Let me stress again that I am not defending non-consequentialist utilitarianism. It so 

happens that I am both a consequentialist and a non-utilitarian. My main thesis is that 
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utilitarianism is logically compatible with non-consequentialism. I also hope to show that a 

paramount political theory is utilitarian and non-consequentialist. Thus, non-consequentialist 

utilitarianism, a theory that I personally reject, is both consistent and important. 

But first, let me address several objections to my claim that utilitarianism is logically 

compatible with non-consequentialism. 

II. A different definition of utilitarianism?  

Some philosophers view utilitarianism as a version of consequentialism because they define 

utilitarianism differently than I proposed.  

  

Utilitarianism, according to a definition alternative to mine: 

 1. An act is morally right if and only if it maximises total utility.  

 2. The reason for 1 is that  

 2.1 An act is morally right if and only if it maximises good consequences. 

 2.2 Good coincides with total utility.  

  

Since 2.1 is identical to consequentialism, people who accept this alternative definition of 

utilitarianism take utilitarianism to be a version of consequentialism. According to their 

definition, utilitarianism conjoins consequentialism (2.1) with details that distinguish 

utilitarianism from other versions of consequentialism (1 and 2.2). Indeed, this seems to be 

Derek Parfit’s reason for classifying utilitarianism under ‘C,’ which is his term for 

consequentialism:  

  

To apply C, we must ask what makes outcomes better or worse. The simplest 
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answer is given by Utilitarianism. This theory combines C with the following 

claim: the best outcome is the one that gives to people the greatest net sum of 

benefits minus burdens...There are many other versions of C.7 

  

However, this alternative definition is neither the traditional one nor the most helpful 

one. As philosophers traditionally use the term, utilitarianism contains only conjunct 1. 

Classical utilitarianism states that you should maximise utility; it does not state that you 

would thereby maximise good. To illustrate, note Bentham’s, Mill’s, and (again) Sidgwick’s 

canonical statements of utilitarianism:  

  

By the principle of utility is meant that principle which approves or 

disapproves of every action whatsoever, according to the tendency it appears 

to have to augment or diminish the happiness of the party whose interest is in 

question… 

  

The creed which accepts as the foundation of morals, Utility, or the Greatest 

Happiness Principle, holds that actions are right in proportion as they tend to 

promote happiness, wrong as they tend to produce the reverse of happiness. 

  

By Utilitarianism is here meant the ethical theory, that the conduct which, 

under any given circumstances, is objectively right, is that which will produce 

the greatest amount of happiness on the whole.8 

  

These classical definitions identify right conduct with the promotion of happiness or utility. 

They do not identify it, additionally, with the promotion of good consequences. Those 
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contemporary writers who give that alternative definition break with the classical notion of 

utilitarianism. They often do so misleadingly, without acknowledging that they do so. The 

presumption is always in favour of keeping classical definitions in place, and to stipulate new 

meanings for familiar terms (openly and perhaps with the community’s assent) only if the 

new definition represents a major improvement. 

But incorporating a gloss (condition 2) into the familiar classical definition (condition 

1) does not improve that definition. Usually it is best to keep definitions simple, and to 

introduce complexity only when a simpler definition is too crude to pick out a complex 

notion. This is not the case here, for typically the classical notion of utilitarianism has already 

been picked out when the complex definition is being offered. Presumably, the reason why 

contemporary writers offer the complex definition is that they thereby hope to situate 

utilitarianism in what they assume is its relation to other theories. But that compels us to 

accept their assumption on how utilitarianism relates to other theories if we are even to refer 

to utilitarianism. It is better to keep our definitions minimally committed, and to argue for 

determinate interrelations between notions separately. In our case, keeping the definition of 

utilitarianism minimally committed—maintaining the classical definition, as I do—is 

compatible with adding, if one so wishes, separately from the definition, that the best 

justification for utilitarianism is consequentialism.9 

Perhaps as a result, some contemporary writers waver erratically between the 

alternative definition that they advance as though it were the classical one, and the quite 

different classical definition that still animates them. On the same page on which he 

expounds an alternative definition of utilitarianism, very much like Parfit’s, Kagan says,  

 

Historically, many utilitarians accepted hedonism [namely, the view ‘that 

well-being consists solely in the presence of pleasure and the absence of 
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pain’]10 and so, utilitarianism is also known as the greatest happiness principle: 

the right act is the act that leads to the greatest total amount of happiness 

overall.11 

 

If Kagan did not latently use the classical notion, then the conjunction of hedonism with 

utilitarianism would have yielded a definition with two necessary conditions: the greatest 

happiness principle and condition 2. That Kagan slips back to using the classical notion 

suggests that he too uses the classical definition of utilitarianism that I use, and not his own 

alternative definition.  

III. A different definition of consequentialism? 

Others take utilitarianism to be a version of consequentialism because they define 

consequentialism differently than I proposed: 

  

Consequentialism, according to a definition alternative to mine:  

An act is morally right if and only if it maximises a certain kind of thing (but not 

necessarily good consequences).  

  

Consequentialism, according to a second alternative definition:  

An act is morally right if and only if it maximises a certain kind of consequence (but not 

necessarily a good one).  

  

As Thomas Pogge pointed out to me, if such alternative definitions of consequentialism 

are accurate, then utilitarianism is a version of consequentialism, after all. There is no denial 
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that total utility is ‘a certain kind of thing,’ and that the level of total utility that an act 

generates is ‘a certain kind of consequence.’ Hence, these alternative definitions would make 

it silly to endorse utilitarianism while opposing consequentialism. They would justify 

dubbing utilitarianism a version of consequentialism.  

  The first alternative definition was proposed to me by Pogge. The second alternative 

definition is in the spirit of definitions by Jonathan Dancy (quoted below), by Philip Pettit12 

(who also gives other definitions),13 and by Walter Sinnott-Armstrong.14 However, as I move 

to argue, these two alternative definitions are inaccurate. Consequentialism tells you to 

maximise good consequences, not to maximise whatever, or whatever consequence. If a 

theory that tells you to maximise something, say, utility or equality, is consequentialist, then 

that theory must assume that maximising it maximises good consequences. Otherwise that 

theory is not consequentialist.  

  Consider Shelly Kagan’s definition of consequentialism. For Kagan, consequentialism 

is the theory that ‘an act is morally right (or morally permissible) if and only if it produces the 

best consequences.’ Note that Kagan focuses on the best consequences—neither on an empty 

place holder nor on a type of consequence that need not be good. Most contemporary authors 

focus similarly, and the alternative definitions are nearly idiosyncratic.15 

  Why adopt the majority’s definition of consequentialism and not the two alternative 

definitions? There are two indications that defining consequentialism in terms of good 

consequences, as Kagan, most contemporary philosophers and I do, dovetails with a shared 

latent notion of consequentialism better than these alternative definitions do.  

  One indication is that, on these alternative definitions of consequentialism, important 

ethical theories make too little sense. For example, John Rawls observes that 

consequentialism (or ‘teleology’) subjects the right to the good. If consequentialism subjected 

right conduct only to maximising something, or to bringing about some consequence, then it 
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clearly wouldn’t necessarily subject the right to the good. For something and consequences 

can designate things other than good consequences. Rawls’s casual observation would be out 

rightly false. (It might be thought that Rawls in this discussion uses ‘good’ simply for 

something that you can maximize. But he does not.)16  

A second indication is that even the few authors who use the two alternative 

definitions of consequentialism inadvertently slip back to a definition like Kagan’s and mine. 

For example, Dancy’s definition of consequentialism makes no mention of the goodness or 

the value of consequences: ‘Consequentialism claims that we assess the moral worth of an 

action by appeal to its consequences—to the difference it makes to the world that the action 

was done.’17 It resembles the second alternative definition just mentioned. Immediately, 

however, Dancy elaborates that consequentialism is ‘flexible about what is to count as a 

‘consequence’…So a consequentialist need not deny the existence of value in an action that is 

an expression of a deeply felt personal commitment…a consequentialist may adopt a theory 

of value under which the world is a better place for having such expressions of personal 

commitment going on in it.’18 Contrary to first appearances, then, Dancy presupposes that, for 

consequentialists, the consequences to be maximized are only those laden with ‘value,’ those 

under which the world is a ‘better’ place. Dancy may toy with a new definition of 

consequentialism (in the first excerpt), but our shared notion of consequentialism surfaces in 

his wording (in the second excerpt). 

  If you remain unconvinced that the notion of consequentialism focuses on good 

consequences, you may reject my main thesis, that utilitarianism is not a version of 

consequentialism. Still, you can accept that if we define consequentialism with a focus on 

good consequences, as Kagan, Sen, Scheffler, Parfit, Darwall, and others do, then 

utilitarianism is not a version of consequentialism. This would also be an interesting 

conclusion, because these astute thinkers usually take utilitarianism to be a version of 
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consequentialism. 

IV. Alleged non-consequentialist utilitarians 

Daniel Jacobson, Judith Thomson and Will Kymlicka have labelled certain moralities ‘non-

consequentialist utilitarian’ or ‘deontological utilitarian.’ However, these moralities are not 

non-consequentialist utilitarianism in my sense. 

According to Daniel Jacobson, John Stuart Mill displays ‘utilitarianism without 

consequentialism.’ In a 2003 paper, Jacobson says that Mill’s book Utilitarianism is 

‘ecumenical’ and extremely non-committal on the precise nature of the utilitarianism that it 

espouses. At points, Mill is so vague that he could be read as non-consequentialist.19 Jacobson 

shows that Mill’s masterpiece can be vague and inconsistent, but little in Jacobson’s early 

argument forces us to ascribe to Mill a determinate position that is both non-consequentialist 

and utilitarian. By contrast, I argue that there is a possible position that is both utilitarian and 

non-consequentialist. Therefore, if utilitarianism excluded non-consequentialism, in the way 

that greenness excludes redness, then the early Jacobson would be saying that a certain apple 

is red and green in different parts (so to speak); I would be saying that apples can be red and 

green all over. In that way, my argument is more ambitious. 

 Jacobson’s 2008 article is also more ambitious: ‘there is no paradox involved in 

claiming that there is logical space for a utilitarian theory that rejects consequentialism, and 

there is considerable evidence for ascribing such a view to that most renowned, though not 

most orthodox, utilitarian, John Stuart Mill.’ Jacobson’s interpretation is now that ‘In Mill’s 

view, morality does not treat everyone’s happiness in exactly the same way (as deontic 

impartiality [essential to consequentialism—AUTHOR’S INITIALS] demands) even though 

everyone’s happiness is of equal value (as axiological impartiality [sufficient for 
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utilitarianism—AUTHOR’S INITIALS] requires).’ Specifically, ‘Mill expressly rejects deontic 

impartiality by claiming that self-regarding but harmful acts are not amenable to moral 

disapprobation and that we cannot be compelled for our own good.’20 My own definition of 

utilitarianism differs from Jacobson’s. For me, utilitarianism is a theory of the right. It is not a 

theory of the good, of what has value and how much value it has. My definition strikes me as 

both more standard and closer to Mill’s (for whom ‘actions are right in proportion as they 

tend to promote happiness’—my italics). But if I am wrong on this exegetical point, it still 

remains the case that my thesis differs considerably from Jacobson’s. The logical space I 

invoke for what I call ‘non-consequentialist utilitarianism’ does not revolve around 

impartiality and the possibility of agent-relative duties and options, central to Jacobson’s new 

thesis. 

Judith Thomson defines:  

 

NON-CONSEQUENTIALIST ACT UTILITARIANISM: X ought to do alpha 

if and only if the act-plus-consequence-set of X’s doing alpha would be better 

than the act-plus-consequence-sets of X’s doing any of the other things it is 

open to X to do instead… [Non-consequentialist act utilitarianism ‘tells us to 

attend [not only to the consequences but] also to the acts themselves—to X’s 

doing alpha itself [insofar as acts have good or bad intrinsic value].21  

 

My notion of non-consequentialist (act) utilitarianism is different. For me, the overall 

consequences of an act include among other things the fact that that act was performed. What 

Thomson calls non-consequentialist act utilitarianism pretty much corresponds to what I 

would call consequentialism. That something is non-consequentialist in Thomson’s sense 

does not make it non-consequentialist in my sense. As I said above, my definition of 
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consequentialism is the standard one. Unlike Thomson, I do not re-define consequentialism. I 

seek to point out a logical possibility within existing definitions. In that respect, my project is 

more ambitious. 

 Will Kymlicka expounds a utilitarian outlook that he calls ‘deontological:’ 

  

On one interpretation utilitarianism is…a moral theory because it purports to 

treat people as equal, with equal concern and respect. It does so by counting 

everyone for one, and no one for more than one…The problem, on this 

interpretation of utilitarianism, is how to treat distinct people fairly. The 

standard solution is to give each person’s interests equal weight. Each person’s 

life matters equally, from the moral point of view, and hence each person’s 

interests deserve equal consideration… If we decide how to act on this basis, 

then…[m]aximization occurs, but as a by-product of a decision-procedure that 

is intended to aggregate people’s preferences fairly.22 

  

Kymlicka holds important utilitarian theories to be deontological in his sense: 

  

…it is the concern with equal consideration that clearly underlies Bentham’s 

argument and is explicitly affirmed by recent utilitarians such as John 

Harsanyi and James Griffin. And while this is not his preferred method, R. M. 

Hare too claims that one could defend utilitarianism by reference to a 

foundation premise of equal consideration.23 

 

It may seem as though, on Kymlicka’s interpretation, thinkers like Bentham, Harsanyi, 

Griffin and Hare are non-consequentialist utilitarians in my sense. But they are not. In order 
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for Kymlicka’s interpretation to show that they are non-consequentialist, consequentialism 

would have to mean something different than it means to me, such as: 

 

Consequentialism, according to a third alternative definition:  

An act is morally right if and only if and because it maximises good consequences.  

 

The third alternative definition resembles the one that I use above, except that it 

incorporates ‘and because.’ It assumes that, for consequentialists, it is the contribution to the 

best outcomes that makes acts right (not the other way around, say). As Kymlicka interprets 

them, these utilitarian thinkers could accept that right acts always maximize good; they could 

be consequentialists in my sense. They affirm deontology only in the sense of insisting that 

maximization of good ‘occurs, but as a by-product:’ neither as the necessary motivation nor 

as the justifying ground of the act. Maximization of good coincides with right action, but it is 

not what makes actions right. 

The third alternative definition, which Kymlicka uses, is fairly intuitive,24 and some 

recent definitions of consequentialism incorporate similar ‘and because’ clauses.25 However, 

it is not the definition that we started out with; Kymlicka has not indicated any theory, 

historical or possible, that is non-consequentialist utilitarian in the sense given above. My 

own thesis is in that respect more ambitious. 

Furthermore, Kymlicka’s emphasis on the justifying ground would, consistently 

applied, make Bentham, Harsanyi, Hare, and so forth neither consequentialist nor utilitarian. 

Why? Because on Kymlicka’s interpretation these thinkers consider acts right neither because 

these acts maximise good consequences nor because they maximise utility. Acts are right for 

them because, by maximising good consequences and utility, these acts display equal 

consideration for individuals. The ultimate commitment of these thinkers, on Kymlicka’s 
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interpretation, is toward individuals, neither toward good consequences nor toward total 

utility or the social collectives that bear it; the result—increase both in good consequences 

and in collective utility—is not the source of rightness. 

In other words, Kymlicka determines ethicists’ positions by checking what these 

ethicists see as the justifying grounds of action. Therefore, a consistent Kymlicka would have 

to use: 

 

Utilitarianism, according to a second alternative definition:  

An act is morally right if and only if and because it maximises total utility.26 

 

The problem for Kymlicka is that on that definition, Bentham, Hare, and so forth are 

not utilitarian either. For they deem acts rights not because these acts maximise (collectives’) 

total utility, but because they treat each individual with equal consideration. Utilitarianism is 

not for these thinkers a justifying ground, not even as Kymlicka interprets those thinkers. 

Being non-utilitarian, these thinkers could not be non-consequentialist utilitarian.  

V. A real non-consequentialist utilitarian? 

Surprisingly, perhaps the best example of a non-consequentialist utilitarian is John Rawls. Or 

so I wish to suggest. 

That Rawls is a non-consequentialist is plain and generally accepted. For Rawls, basic 

political institutions ought to treat citizens with justice, as free and equal, and so to honour 

fair decisions: ones that hypothetical representatives, standing as equals behind a veil of 

ignorance, would make freely. The reason to honour their decisions is not that we should 

maximize good. Rather, political institutions must honour these decisions because justice is 
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the first virtue of political institutions, and justice demands compliance with these decisions. 

Nor does honouring the representatives’ decisions always bring about the agent-neutrally best 

consequences. Rawls insists that political institutions must honour the representatives’ 

decisions across the board, even when doing so does not bring about the best consequences, 

for example, in terms of improving animal welfare27 and human excellence.28  

  But is Rawls really committed to utilitarianism on the state level, as I wish to argue? 

Rawls emphatically opposes his theory to utilitarianism! Nevertheless, and despite protests 

from Rawlsians, astute observers Harsanyi, Arrow, Hare and others make a compelling case 

that the commitments of Rawlsian theory for the state are utilitarian.29 

  As these observers show, the parties in a Rawlsian original position will vote for 

results that maximise expected social utility. Why? Because, ignorant of the determinate 

social position of the individual she represents, each representative must vote for the 

arrangement that maximises social utility. For this is the arrangement most likely to promote 

that individual’s interests. Therefore, all parties vote for maximal social utility; honouring 

their decision coincides fully with honouring the utilitarian duty to promote social utility. 

  It is true that, in Rawls’s system, the parties assign special importance to the ‘higher-

order’ interests of the individuals they represent: their interests in preserving their two moral 

powers—the power to form, pursue, and revise plans and the power to treat others’ pursuits 

with justice. But the parties prioritise these interests precisely because higher-order interests 

are especially strong interests, and fulfilling them is especially good for the individuals whom 

they represent on a ‘full’ conception of their good.30 It is only because the ‘overall aim [of the 

parties] is to fulfill their responsibility and to do the best they can to advance the determinate 

good of the persons they represent’31 that the parties focus chiefly on these relatively strong 

interests. Thus, when the parties prioritise the higher-order interests over other interests, the 

result of their choice remains the maximization of social utility.  
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  It may also seem as though Rawlsian parties vote against a system that ‘sacrifices’ the 

good of individuals on the altar of maximal social utility. Famously, the parties elect 

maximin, not maximum; and they protect individual liberties and rights as bulwarks against 

society. However, the parties do so primarily for risk-aversion or uncertainty-aversion (and 

not, say, because God forbade sacrificing any of Her children). As Michael Smith once put 

this point in a conversation, such aversions toward risk or uncertainty are aversions (read 

with Australian accent). Such second order aversions are apparently stronger than first order 

plans, in Rawls’s view, so his parties maximinise individuals’ fulfilment of first-order plans. 

But they do so only because maximin on that superficial level will maximise expected utility, 

on a deeper level. In voting against the sacrifice of anyone’s plans, basic political liberties 

and basic income on the altar of social interests, the parties maximise properly understood 

social utility.32 

  Admittedly, another reason that Rawlsian parties espouse maximin and individual 

liberty is that these principles express respect for citizens as free and equal, and thus maintain 

the ‘social bases of self-respect.’ But even this Kantian-ringing reason is plausibly seen as 

utilitarian. In Rawls’s system, self-respect is protected because it is a primary good—only in 

virtue of its instrumental value for the effective pursuit of plans (and not, say, because 

protecting it is otherwise a duty toward oneself), a point made by several interpreters, myself 

included.33 The promotion of the effective pursuit of plans may, of course, constitute a 

utilitarian goal. 

  A final objection is that Rawls advances the publicity condition as a counter to 

utilitarianism. Roughly, the publicity condition states that all justified collective policy could 

be publicized without loss in efficiency. Some policies that appear to maximise utility require 

deceit and misinformation, and the publicity condition would rule them out. It may seem as 

though Rawls’s championship of the publicity condition makes him a clear non-utilitarian. 
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Nevertheless, in Rawls’s own system, the publicity condition, far from being anti-utilitarian, 

is the handmaiden of utilitarianism. It serves the deeper utilitarian project of maximising 

utility over time.34 The parties value publicity precisely because it enhances long-term 

stability, which they value because it enables citizens to reap the fruits of a well-ordered 

political system over time. Since the fruits of that system are utilitarian—as I suggested 

above—publicity has clear utilitarian value. It maximises social utility over time. Admittedly, 

full publicity would undermine some policies that utilitarians would have recommended if 

they overlooked the utilitarian value of publicity. But that just shows that utilitarianism does 

not recommend all policies that it initially appears to recommend.  

  The decisions of the parties in the original position may at first appear non-utilitarian, 

but in sophisticated ways, their decisions maximise utility. If and when the derivation of 

Rawlsian principles for the state is sound, then sound utilitarianism would generate the same 

principles for the state, or so I would argue. Furthermore, it seems fair and charitable to 

interpret Rawls taking the core foundations of his framework—the original position and the 

veil of ignorance—as our fixed points. Sound Rawlsian state-level35 theory is therefore both 

non-consequentialist and utilitarian.  

Conclusion  

Although a utilitarian view can be consequentialist, it need not be consequentialist, not by 

definition. We can coherently hold that right acts maximise utility without holding that they 

maximize good. Despite what many authors take to be an obvious truth, utilitarianism is not a 

version of consequentialism. Indeed, the most influential political theory of our time has 

strong utilitarian and non-consequentialist commitments.
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